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When I opened the site, the first thing that caught our eye was the current discount offer.
This is obviously one of the limited offers customers often mention in their College-
Paper.org reviews, but a discount of 22%? Wow! This makes the site very appealing to the
visitor, and it is no wonder there are that many testimonials about the provider online.

For the reason that pricing is only one piece of the puzzle a writing service makes, I kept
digging and learned everything there is to know about College-paper.org.

Services Review
Access the full services list by checking the same-called page on the site, and you’ll find a
complete list with many options in it, including some free tips for students enrolled in some
of the best universities in the world.
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Considering the variety of academic levels students seem to be ordering their papers for at
this company, I could conclude that the service does have the team they need to handle so
many assignments. Whether they handle them well and in time, I will enclose later in this
College-Paper review.

Prices Review
After reading customers college-paper.org reviews and doing my full evaluation, I believe
that the only thing that can turn a visitor away is the pricing of College-Paper. Or at least,
this is until you start looking at the prices from the right angle.

For example, the cheapest students in high school can pay is $19.99 for a page if they order
within 10 days. Firstly, this is not a lengthy deadline at all, which only means that the
service did not use that tricky strategy to convince you they are a cheap one (many
companies will give you very low rates for deadlines that are never assigned at this
academic level to make you believe they are cheap). Secondly, you will find several special
offers attached to different choices at different points of time. For example, this same paper
would come with 70% off the option “top 10 writers” if you order it within 12 hours.

You probably think: “this doesn’t make the prices better”. You are right. What does make
the prices better are the discounts, and not only the one of 22% I mentioned at the
beginning. I can all agree that this discount is the best to find on the market and makes the
prices cheap instead of high, but there are also some other options you’ll probably enjoy.

You can get 5%, 10%, or 15% off if you return to the service for more papers. The more you
order, the cheaper it gets. And according to testimonials, the first-time discount is always
above 15%.

Content Quality
The content quality here is the biggest reason why the company is as popular as it is. They
also prove this to me by delivering a quality term paper, within the timeframe I set when
placing the order.

My term paper had a single minor mistake the editors probably missed, but nothing that
would make me request a free revision. It was 100% original and written in good English, as
well as fully formatted and referenced according to our guidelines.

Customer Support Agents
Since my paper was exactly what I asked for, I didn’t have room for complaints. Still,
missing the opportunity to check the customer support would leave this review incomplete,
so I asked them several questions to see how prepared they are to serve the customers and
visitors.



For this, I used the live chat. This is not the only option, but since this is a widely recognized
service, it is probably the most popular communication method. Suppose, the agent I spoke
to, Myra, was a newcomer because she was a little confused and answering slowly. In spite
of this, she was very polite and as a result, I get all my question answered.

Final Thoughts
You may think that College-paper.org is a steeply priced company at first sight, but I urge
you to look closer. Add the incredible discounts and special offers, count on the high paper
quality and almost impeccable reputation.

Because of all this, I recommend College-Paper as a company that you can entrust
your homework assignments to at any time.
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